Public Relations: A Reflection of What is Going On!

The Public Relations office at Roger Williams College isn’t spectacular. It’s walls are cluttered with newspaper clippings, pictures, posters and inside a 1970 calendar. The floors are littered with boxes containing plastic soap dishes with an imprint of the RWC seal on their covers. Numerous pamphlets are located throughout the tiny room, and it is probably the most misunderstood department in all of Roger Williams College.

The total Public Relations Staff, located in the administration building, on the Bristol campus, consists of just one person.

"It’s not so important to have a large staff as it is to have a college which feeds information to you," said Martha Matze, it’s coordinator. A small staff can usually get the work done. At large public colleges, the Public Relations office tends to overinflate itself. Numerous pamphlets are located in the administration building, on the Bristol campus, a separate building, on the Providence campus.

Another function of the Public Relations office provides information to the administration and faculty in the form of a newsletter, which acquaints students of what the administration is doing and vice versa.

"It’s a start," replied Martha. "Other colleges have huge tabloid newspapers for faculty and have separate people for events, and separate people for newsletters."

Students don’t think what a Public Relations office does and they shouldn’t have to, but when you see a pamphlet, or an advertising piece somebody had to plan it and design it and that is the Public Relations person. The Public Relations office is an information system which includes a whole bunch of jobs. The Public Relations office shouldn’t get attention but people outside the college should know of events and people inside the college should know that these events are disseminated for distribution through the Public Relations office.

Many R.W. students are aware of what the Selective Service does and they shouldn’t have to, but when you see a pamphlet, or an advertising piece somebody had to plan it and design it and that is the Public Relations person. The Public Relations office is an information system which includes a whole bunch of jobs. The Public Relations office shouldn’t get attention but people outside the college should know of events and people inside the college should know that these events are disseminated for distribution through the Public Relations office.

Many R.W. students are aware of what the Selective Service does and they shouldn’t have to, but when you see a pamphlet, or an advertising piece somebody had to plan it and design it and that is the Public Relations person. The Public Relations office is an information system which includes a whole bunch of jobs. The Public Relations office shouldn’t get attention but people outside the college should know of events and people inside the college should know that these events are disseminated for distribution through the Public Relations office.

Several R.W. students are aware of what the Selective Service does and they shouldn’t have to, but when you see a pamphlet, or an advertising piece somebody had to plan it and design it and that is the Public Relations person. The Public Relations office is an information system which includes a whole bunch of jobs. The Public Relations office shouldn’t get attention but people outside the college should know of events and people inside the college should know that these events are disseminated for distribution through the Public Relations office.

Many R.W. students are aware of what the Selective Service does and they shouldn’t have to, but when you see a pamphlet, or an advertising piece somebody had to plan it and design it and that is the Public Relations person. The Public Relations office is an information system which includes a whole bunch of jobs. The Public Relations office shouldn’t get attention but people outside the college should know of events and people inside the college should know that these events are disseminated for distribution through the Public Relations office.

Latimore Named All-American

Jerry Latimore was named to the Converse Year Book 1971 All-American Basketball Team (Honorable Mention). This marks the second consecutive year that he has won this award. Last year Latimore averaged 19.3 points per game scoring a total of 434 points. He also gathered 466 rebounds for a .212 average and a sixth place national ranking on a Small College Level.

This season’s Hawks squad will be without the services of Latimore as he is fulfilling a previous military commitment in the United States Army.
Luv That Bureaucratic Power!

There’s no doubt about it, this College is run by the bureaucracy and will continue to be run by them. The students have no power and even if they did, would they know what to do with it?

If the accreditation study has revealed a lack of governmental control on our campuses, and if the Administration is trying to curb this by seating students on various committees, they will fail.

The All College Council is doomed to failure. Most students probably will not want to sit on the Council knowing now it is being re-established by the bureaucracy.

It was originally established by a student, and others became interested. The only way students would become interested in various committees is if they were student initiated.

The Program Board designed to allocate “student” activity funds on the Bristol campus, is composed of students. The overseer to this Board, the “student” affairs committee, contains administrators. They are not needed. There should be no intervention by Administration whatsoever on student activity allocations, even if just on paper, “Get rid of them.”

The Providence Senate recently showed the film “Bobby Kennedy and the Sundance Kid” to a capacity crowd in the student union. Was there only one administrator there? No! There were three including Dean Cassidy and the movie ends up not in the student union. Was there only one administrator there? Probably not.

“...all dressed up just for a movie? Probably not.”

Crowd in the student union. Was there only one administrator there? No! There were three including Dean Cassidy and the movie ends up not in the student union. Was there only one administrator there? Probably not.

“...all dressed up just for a movie? Probably not.”

To The Editor:

Why is it that people at the Providence campus are always being put down? I am proud to say that I am a member of the student body at the Providence campus. The people at our campus care and we have a good security force to prove it.

It was my misfortune that I had to be on the Bristol campus, when my tape deck was quite cleverly stolen. The “funny” thing about this is that the car was parked right near the Administration building. It was locked and taped, tapedeck and speaker taken out. This would seem to be a time-consuming project and it is unbelievable that nobody saw the theft.

The main question is “Where was security?”

Let me ask another question. Where would you suspect more car theivery in a suburban atmosphere or in a metropolitan one? It would seem logical to me that there would be more theivery in a metropolitan atmosphere but yet there isn’t.

The reason why is because Providence has a good security force that stops this problem before it arises. There are study boys guarding the lots throughout the day, So Bristol people - why don’t you build one?

Kris Faust

NOTICES

PHOTOGRAPHY

All people interested in photography, in general, and darkroom techniques in particular, sign up on the door of RMCA. A meeting time & place will be announced shortly. We have a fully-equipped darkroom - let’s begin to use it.

MARKETING MAJORS

Mass Meeting

Thurs., Nov. 11

11:00 a.m.

International Room YMCA

ATTENTION FRATERNITY STUDENTS

Please report to the Dean of Students Office to complete the Annual Census Farm insurance due by the Institute of International Education.

Deadline: November 15

A.S.C.E. MEETING

Tues., Nov. 9

11:30 a.m.

Room 7

(Continued on Page 4)
Review: Coffeehouse Theater
by Wendy Spencer

"Buddy Wrong Number" by Lucie L. and another triumph for the coffee house theater. The play is a successful thriller, which is built up through conflict, the characters, and dramatic lighting effects. Mrs. Stevenson (Marlane Sarran) - Fine the woman who overhears a murder plot, between George (KirkHoke) and Trent (Scott Racine), tries to prevent it. All alone and being a cripple she cannot move. The phone is her only contact with the outside world. Her attempts fail with the police (Jesse Perry) and his assistant (Carl Araujo), and telephone operators (Wendy Spencer, Marlayna McKelvy, Vanessa Wallaces, and Debbie Croce). In the climax she realizes she is the intended murder victim, and is killed.

The acting will performed well keeping the suspenseful pace throughout the play till the dramatic climax. The Director James Dudelson is to be commended on such a successful handling of a short yet difficult play, due to many technical and dramatic events occurring in the play. Extremely well done.

Special thanks to Mr. Cheshire of the N.E. Phone Co. for the use of phone booth which added a touch more of realism to the play.

Bristol I.D.'s
Identification Pictures of all Bristol students will be taken Tuesday, December 3rd and Thursday, December 5th from 9 to 5 p.m. in the Library. Men turning 18 during 1973 and each year thereafter will be classified I-1, I-2, 5-A, and will bring proof of date of birth there until the lottery is held.

After the lottery is held and a ceiling is announced, every man who is classified 5-A, will be subject to alternate Civilian service in 1974, unless he is under 18, over 26, who has never been classified 5-A, or those under 18, turning 18 during 1972 and each year thereafter.

Dorm Gov't Meeting
Lisa Naheb

The meeting opened with Richard Mathews requesting the gathering of minors from a variety of churches with the sole purpose of aiding our students. The ministers involved are; Roger Randy Che, the Catholic Church, who organized the Chaplins Corner, Father John Peters of the Episcopal Church, Rabbi Schenkerman of the Jewish Religion, Reverand Charles Pigo of a Congregational minister, Reverand Myll, Florence Stevens of the Methodist Church and Reverand Allan Bujno of the Baptist Church. The Chaplins Corner is open to anyone all day Monday and Thursday afternoon. Every Sunday at 9:00 p.m. there will be a mass led by Father Randy Che, for further information can be reached at this number 847-065. There is also tentatively set a "Gap" week, sometime in February. Gap week is an awareness program intended to give the students a broader outlook on life.

The success of this program depends on your support, so lets try and do our part.

A University Without Walls
Seminars on Disproving Mathematics

This seminar is of necessity based in a speculative philosophy. It is possible from theory to bring to bear "proofs" that can disprove mathematics. Humor and possible cultural confusions of the seminar may also be used in the course. Use of any mathematical background knowledge will be accepted.

11; 10 Tues. & Thurs.
10:30 AM Classroom-Lecture Hldg.
605 Hundred Ave.

1. "Steel Challenges Natures Fury"
This film portrays the difficulties and dangerous undertaking of the addition to the Golden Gate Bridge.
(Running Time: 30 minutes)

2. "Seek the Sky"
Depicts the erection of the 10,000 tons of structural steel required for the 22 story Western Electric Office Building in New York City. The general procedures and techniques used in the erection of skyscrapers are graphically illustrated.
(Running Time: 16 minutes)

3. "Steel Spans the Chesapeake"
Features six different types of bridge spans-beam, girder, deck trusses, suspension and deck and through cantilever.
(Running Time: 37 minutes)

The film series will be shown Thursdays, December 12th, 19th, 26th, 197[1], at 10:00 a.m. at the Providence Student Center. Admission free to all Roger Williams College Students.

Girls Be Sharp !!
George of the Mary's
His exciting new LIONESS CUT is for sharp girls who prefer long hair.

30% discount for students only.
Contact "MR. GEORGE", at Fifth Street Hair Styles, County Rd.
Barrington
245-2322

Toyota Village, Inc.
706 Metacomet Ave.
Bristol, R.I. 02809
253-8910

Quality Service through Experience
State Ballet Features
Roger Williams Student

When the State Ballet of Rhode Island presents the full-length ballet "Romeo & Juliet" on November 13th and 14th, James Maguire of Roger Williams College will appear as a member of the Company.

He has appeared in several ballets including "Giselle", Coppelia", "Straranac" and others. He will dance the role of Tybalt in "Romeo & Juliet". Jeff Weinberg, former Prov. editor of the Quill will also be among the performers.

Performances of "Romeo & Juliet" will be given on Saturday evening November 13 at 8 p.m. and on Sunday afternoon November 14 at 3 p.m. at the Veterans Memorial Auditorium in Providence. Student tickets on Saturday are $6-2 and on Sunday $5.50-$1.00. Tickets are available at Avery Piano 256 Weybosset St., Providence, and at Wayland Office Service, 41 Seekonk St., Providence, or call 751-2800.

Bomb Scare: Can you really afford the dime phone call?

Don't Forget to Register to Vote!

As you last remember Rog was coming down from a good high, and on his way to his first class in three weeks. He made it successfully to the class only to find it was cancelled. Rog who had a wit with words said "Wow my class is cancelled". Rog decided to be adventurous and discover new things so he ventured to the library to look at the books. Rog being observant "Wow look at all the books". Rog then proceeded to the Student Union but couldn't find it. "Wow I can't find the student union." Rog being a real schmuck didn't realize there is no student union.

Will Rog realize there is no student union?

As Rog really a schmuck? Continued next week and find out.

Bristol Referendum
— Alternative to Student Gov't
Nov. 17, 18, 19

The Continuing Story of Roger Williams

Part 2
By James Dudelson

As you last remember Rog was coming down from a good high, and on his way to his first class in three weeks. He made it successfully to the class only to find it was cancelled. Rog who had a wit with words said "Wow my class is cancelled". Rog decided to be adventurous and discover new things so he ventured to the library to look at the books. Rog being observant "Wow look at all the books". Rog then proceeded to the Student Union but couldn't find it. "Wow I can't find the student union." Rog being a real schmuck didn't realize there is no student union.

Will Rog realize there is no student union?

As Rog really a schmuck? Continued next week and find out.
Festival Sponsors Cited

The eight universities and organizations which sponsored last spring's "Rhode Island Festival: Theatre 71" were among the individuals and groups cited by the New England Theatre Conference at its 20th annual Convention at Northeastern University in Boston, October 15-27. "For outstanding contribution to theatre activities in New England," the citation, which was conferred by NETC President Leonidas A. Nickole of Emerson College, Boston, reads, "...for bringing about the Rhode Island Festival: Theatre 71, free and open to the public, at which the most significant experimental theatre groups in America performed before students and citizens of Rhode Island, expanding their consciousness of theatre in such a way as to totally change the taste and awareness of the entire region, and to lay foundations for a continuing experimental theatrical festival in that area."

Accepting the citations for their respective institutions are (left to right) Richard Matthews, Roger Williams College; Dr. P. William Hachton, Rhode Island College; Don Wilmuth, Brown University; President Wolfe, Rev. Robert Palkington, Providence College; Kathy Phillips and David Monti, Rhode Island Junior College; Hugo Leckey, Rhode Island State Council on the Arts; and J. Bradley Smoker, University of Rhode Island. Also cited, but not represented in the above photo was the Rhode Island School of Design.

Opinion Poll

What Would You Think of the Idea of a Student Dean?

George Levesque: Student, Roger Williams
I think the idea of a student Dean is good but I don't think this institution is ready for it. The position of Dean is one of bringing a college together. The faculty members wouldn't allow a student to do that.

Carolyn Hardie: Student; it would depend of course, who the student is. If HE'S the student, if he's qualified, then there's no reason why not.

Bob Levine: Student
I think it would be pretty good so they could get the opinion of the student. I don't think its possible any other way.

Carol Hathaway: Art Department Head; No, there are three factors to deal with: 1) Administration; 2) Faculty; 3) Students. I wonder if they could all agree on such a thing. I think it would damn near me. I think a Dean should know more than us. He should know better how to handle things. Students would offer a fresh way of looking at and solving things. But I think that he would have the experience to deal with it. I would be strongly in favor of a student representative on a Dean's Council, too.

Dean Goldbergh: I'd tend to be conservative or traditional on that. I guess we shouldn't rule it out completely, though. Any student would have a difficult time relating to the faculty as a whole. In the past the idea was regarded as absurd but I guess it's more feasible now. There have been instances of former students in these positions so I suppose it's possible.

Bristol Seniors

There have been two senior meetings prior to this date. The next meeting will be held on Thursday, December 1 in Lecture Hall 1 at 11:30 A.M. If you are interested in planning your senior class activities, please attend.

Several questions concerning commencement have been raised. In order to help plan for your commencement activities, a questionnaire has been sent to your home address. Please reply as soon as possible.

Don't Forget to Register to Vote!
BOOK REVIEW

Any Woman Can

by David Reuben

Reviewed by Julia Sherman

Any Woman Can, by Dr. David Reuben, is certainly not a serious, informative book. The book has no bibliography. Like its predecessor, Any Woman Can tells you that all other males are weirdos. Reuben's treatment of female sexuality, but let's hear Dave tell it. He feels guilty not because she's the menstrual cycle, he says, "within this roughly twenty-eight days, every female goes from a de-sexualized uninterested bystander to a hormone-pumped amazon whose entire physiology is aimed usually beyond her awareness at instantaneous reproduction." Reuben implies far more sophisticated knowledge of woman than there is evidence for. Therese Benedek who pioneered sex therapy and is a wierd way to get your first kiss. And she lacked all the way through the bank to the bank.

Love Story: about a male student who plays hooky. About a coed who gets married and then buried. $3.95 in hard-back, 99c in paper-back please.

According to director Hall, "we are doing something quite different, bringing out the fact that it's one of Shakespeare's funniest and the most anti-war piece of them all.

The famous heroes who figured so strongly in the mythic romances which set the scene for Shakespeare's plays include Ulysses (Richard Kineland), Agamemnon (William Cain), Hector (Richard Ravavagh), Achilles (David Keneti), Paris (Robert Bax), and Andromache (Mary Jane). They manipulate us into loving, which opens the way. They manipulate us into loving, which opens the way. The romantic drags, everything we'll love. The romantic drags, everything we'll love. Love that we'll

According to director Hall, "we are doing something quite different, bringing out the fact that it's one of Shakespeare's funniest and the most anti-war piece of them all.

The famous heroes who figured so strongly in the mythic romances which set the scene for Shakespeare's plays include Ulysses (Richard Kineland), Agamemnon (William Cain), Hector (Richard Ravavagh), Achilles (David Keneti), Paris (Robert Bax), and Andromache (Mary Jane). They manipulate us into loving, which opens the way. They manipulate us into loving, which opens the way. The romantic drags, everything we'll love. The romantic drags, everything we'll love.

Love that we'll

Well, it's work!

A number of new techniques suggested seem valid enough, but one snubbed to thing of how they may be revolutionary. One still wonders if being hand-fed milk products wouldn't appeal more to an ideal patient than to a good marriage. The odd thing is, the good doctor's advice probably won't be harmful, but for the uninitiated this can confuse as much as instruct. Women who want to know the "opposition" game plan will find it mandatory reading. You'll find it if you live alone-alone-alone with a cat named Sloopy.

Cardboard Love is enveloping—rather than developing—us. In poetry, in movies, on television, in alleged literature. "I used to be in love with my teddy bear, but I love you lots more," proclaims a book called "I love you" that's guaranteed to be so impersonal you can give it to anyone—your lover, your mother or your teddy bear. One dollar please.

Or Peter McWilliams who has written a slow-to-sage volume: "Come Love with me & be my Life," "I love therefore I am," "not to mention The Hard Stuff: Love." His books contain such hard stuff as

First, I lived love. Now, you with it. I just

Two dollars please. But their books read like Walgreen greeting cards compared to the works of the fathers of Erich Segal and Rod McKuen.

Love Story: about a male student who plays hooky. About a coed who gets married and then buried. $3.95 in hard-back, 99c in paper-back please.

And Maestro McKuen: "If they could overlook my scene and the inch I lacked to carry them to heaven, I'll use paper in charity." 94.50 please.

"Red puts into words all the things I feel," said one girl I know who doesn't even have acne. She considers McKuen's prose-poetry to be good literature because it puts her feelings into words. But good literature takes words and transforms them into feelings.

McKuen and Segal deal in cardboard cliches, but on a different level than the others. They manipulate us into wanting to believe that love is easy. Their works are read quickly, cried and sighed over quickly. They lead us into a fantasy world, where life is a love story, where loneliness is a national pastime, exceeded only by leukemia and acne. And they laugh at the whole thing through the bank and to the bank.

Love Story has sold more than five million copies and was made into a successful (financially, anyway) movie. McKuen's books and records have earned The Hard thing more than $5 million a year. Not bad for a little love.

And what does it all mean? It means that we're desperate enough to find out the meaning of love that we'll go through one-night stands with McKuen and Segal, who have become Dr. Reubens in romance drag. Everything you/always wanted/ to know... So what does it all mean? The answer is probably best put in one of McKuen's own poems: "If you had enough information you might have heard/what I meant to say: Nothing." But whatever they meant to say, they say it over and over again.

Love means you never have to say
Wings Out of The North

by Matt Nolin

The 1971 hunting season has proven to be a rather discouraging one thus far. All the major nesting grounds in the northern part of this country, along with a host of other factors, have contributed to the poor season. Ducks Unlimited for example, has predicted this to be the best year for waterfowling in a decade. Personally this prediction has bombed out.

Opening day I must admit, was rather good, for I limited out on native mallards and wood ducks. However, this opening day luck, not unusual to the opening day of any season, whether it be fishing or hunting. The same thing has happened before, and this time it has been the same story and harder to obtain. The true proof of quality of a game season lies in its consistency.

The 1971 duck season hasn't been consistant in its quality for it means, for it has progressed rather odd that the experts would predict this thing would work out better, and yet, it has turned out to be so terrible. For the solution to this mystery, I think we should take a look at the facts the experts base their reasoning on.

1. THE NESTING GROUNDS.

According to the experts, such as Ducks Unlimited, that the hunting has been poor because the migrant birds in the nesting grounds this past spring in the Canadian nesting areas have been spread out over the various nesting areas, and the hunting has been the best in ten years. "Mother duck off the call" for she has been cited with an abnormally broad spread.

With all those facts in our favor why then has this hunting season been so poor? No one has stated reason as yet, but I think I have an answer. I believe the hunting has been poor because the mild weather we have been having during the past few weeks has been having the ducks have been having the ducks have no reason to migrate to the comforts the weather there.

Next time you go duck hunting you might want to try this method. It works and it has always worked for me. Oh, one more thing, watch out for those splinters, they're SMARTS!

Jiv Jitsu Classes

by John Rubiano

Well, here we go folks. Today, we're going to instruct you in Jiv Jitsu classes which will be taught by John Rubiano, first degree black belt. This demonstration was conducted by John Rubiano, first degree black belt, and will be held at the Cranston M.Y.C.A. school of physical conditioning.

At the present time, the course is already filled. Anyone interested in taking part in this course will be able to sign up at any of the future sessions. Those signing up now will be put on a waiting list for future openings. There will be a charge of $6.00 per week for all who take part.

We're doing something new this week, we are making a recommendation of someplace to go if you are in need of work done or parts or what have you. This is in an advertisement in the Providence Journal. The course is $800.

The course is $800. It is easy to build. One of the best things about the course is to use the courses. The course is $800.

Ski Club News

by Bob Cincius

Wednesday, November 3rd, the first meeting of the RWC Ski Club was held. Despite poor attendance and a lack of enthusiasm the election of officers took place. No one seemed to want to run for anything so after about 15 minutes of deliberation the following officers were elected: Ken Dororski treasurer, Tom Holland Vice President, Bristol, Bill Wadbrooker Vice President, Providence, and Allen Moore President.

Last year the Providence Campus gave $1200 worth of support to club and Bristol only about $400. This helps pay for transportation lift tickets, lessons and rooming. Dues were set at $5.00. A $2.00 entry fee was charged to students wanting to take part in the skiing. The next meeting will be held at the Providence Student Union, with a bar and band. I'm looking forward to that.

All in all the Ski Club is a great way to meet new friends, travel for money and most of all, have fun skiing.
The History
of the Frisbee

by Allen D'Amico

The well known and popular sport, Frisbee, had very humble beginnings. It all started around the turn of the century at a well known Connecticut College known affectionately as Yale University.

The Frisbee of Yale used to frequent a local bakery known as Frisbee's Bakery. They would get together and buy a couple of pies and toss the pie pan around to each other and as the famous writer Balzak once exclaimed, "Eureka, I found it!" being the FRISBEE!!

After a while the Frisbee was lost. But a strange thing happened. A few years after W.W.11 an amazing thing happened. It all started around the 50's. As you know the flying saucer craze was hitting way and he started losing money. The middle Fifties proved profitable for him. He sold all rights to the Wham-O toy company. It still didn't sell, but Wham-O kept at it. Well capitalism triumphed. Around 1960 the present day frisbee started selling like hotcakes. On every beach and in every backyard Frisbees were flying. When they showed up people said, "Oh! not another one of those hula hoop monsters. But for some strange reason the Frisbee out lived the hula hoop and today it stands in the ranks of the Flag Apple pie and MOTHER. Well as Mr. Bly would say, "Believe it or not!"

From the Sidelines — Basketball

Special to The Qull

The following players have been selected to represent the varsity basketball squad during the impending 1971-72 season: Ralph Roberts, Dwight Plaisier, Bill Price, Curtis Strickland, Peter Bates, Mike Makris, James Hopper, William Brown, George Dean, Roosevelt Benton, Jim Koniar, Bill Kuth, Maurice Moyers, Roberto Ortiz.

The Hawks open the season on Dec. 4 against Curry College.